
Low loss, suitable for testing
Sorted Premium grade Zirconia ferrule
Singlemode, 50/125um, 62.5/125um, OM3 and OM4 
available
Cable packaging: 900μm, 2mm or 3mm
Optical test based on JDS test meter
Comes with individual DORC Test report

Features

Specifications

PCAPCUPC
MultimodeSinglemode

Standard Connector

Return loss (dB)

Model

Connector type

Insertion loss (dB)

Core / Cladding size

Cable count

Jacket type

Jacket Diameter

Operating temperature

< 0.2

> 25> 65> 50

9/125μm 50/125μm or 62.5/125μm

Simplex or Duplex

PVC or LSZH

900μm, 2mm or 3mm

-40 ~ +85 ℃

CABLE DROP AND PATCHCORD
Telefly cable drop and Patchcord provides a broad selection of single fiber connectors as well as cable choice 
for your precise testing need. Carefully selected ferrules are deployed for measurement jumpers.  Each measure-
ment jumper will come with individual DORC interferometric report
.
Our production line equips with state of the art manufacturing facilities as well as sophisticated testing equip-
ments. Our connectors feature durable construction to ensure reliable mating time after time. Ultra high perfor-
mance ferrules are carefully selected from premium grade zirconia ferrules which feature ultra low concentricity; 
this ensures the finished patchcord can be used as a reference for measuring purpose.

Together with our stringent quality management, we guarantee our measurement patchcords meet or exceed 
industrial standard both optically and mechanically, which ensure the accurate testing result will be obtained
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Standard:  UIT-T G657.A,G652D,G657B3, IEC 60793-2-10A1b, ISO/IEC 11801,EN 50173

Characteristics of the optical cable

Trasmission speed of 2.5Gigabits minimum
Insertion loss: <0.25DB (typical 0.1DB)
Return loss: < -50DB (typical -55DB)

All the ferrule are made of ZrO2 Zirconium
Parts for adjustment to the centering are made of
metal and the guide are preferably made of bronze.



100% Telefly Quality Assurance

Connector Surface Inspection

Optical connector microscope (200x and 400X) is 
deployed for cable drop and patchcord to ensure the
scratch free surface of the finishing connector. Ensuring
the ferrule endface is in perfect condition prior shipment.

Optical Inspection

Optical inspection is vital for patchcord performance. 
Light source is launched to the patchcord (Device 
Under Test, DUT) for the actual Insertion Loss (IL) and 
Backreflection (BR) measurements.
Backrefection is a parameter that measures how much 
light is back reflected at the connector. Each connec-
tor of Lightem patchcord is tested individually for the IL 
and BR measurement. JDS RM series Backreflection 
meter is employed for Insertion Loss (IL) and Backreflec-
tion (BR) measurements.

Geometric Inspection

In order to ensure proper physical contact between 
connectors under mating, geometric requirements are 
important for the quality control of Telefly patchcord. 
This ensures reliable mating and avoid damaging 
occurs when mated to other connectors. Non contact 
optical interferometter (DORC) is used for geometric 
inspection of optical connector.
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CABLE DROP AND PATCHCORD



Ordering Information

TM5
TMO

TSM
TM6

TS6
- G657A2(B)
- G657A1

TS7

TM4 - MM OM4 50/125

F U 3S M F U 1 0 0 1 P0T * Ordering Code Example

Product Diagram

0.9mm Simplex Type

0.9mm

Fiber

Outer Cable

1.8~3.0mm

Fiber

Outer Cable

Kevlar

Connector Cable

1.8mm to 3.0mm Simplex Type

Duplex Type

Connector

Branch Length Branch Length 

Fiber

Outer Cable

Kevlar

Connector Cable
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- G657B3TS8

Connector Cable

1.8mm to 3.0mm Pigtail Structure

CABLE DROP AND PATCHCORD

Length

Length
Length


